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Fur Entwickler, die regelmaig mit Texten arbeiten, sind regulare Ausdrucke so lebensnotwendig wie die Luft zum Atmen. Doch wer sich nur oberflachlich mit diesem Hilfsmittel auskennt, gerat leicht in unangenehme Situationen. Selbst erfahrene Programmierer haben immer wieder mit schlechter Performance, falsch positiven oder falsch negativen Ergebnissen und unerklarlichen Fehlern zu kampfen. Dieses Kochbuch schafft Abhilfe: Anhand von uber 100 Rezepten fur C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby und VB.NET lernen Sie, wie Sie regulare Ausdrucke gekonnte einsetzen, typische Fallen umgehen und so viel
wertvolle Zeit sparen. Mit Tutorial fur Anfanger: Falls Sie noch nicht - oder nur wenig - mit regularen Ausdrucken gearbeitet haben, dienen Ihnen die ersten Kapitel dieses Buchs als Tutorial, das Sie mit den Grundlagen der Regexes und empfehlenswerten Tools vertraut macht. So sind Sie fur die komplexeren Beispiele in den darauf folgenden Kapiteln bestens gerustet. Tricks und Ideen fur Profis: Auch erfahrene Regex-Anwender kommen ganz auf ihre Kosten: Jan Goyvaerts und Steven Levithan, zwei anerkannte Groen im Bereich regulare Ausdrucke, gewahren tiefe Einblicke in ihren Erfahrungsschatz und uberraschen mit
eleganten Losungen fur fast jede denkbare Herausforderung. Deckt die unterschiedlichen Programmiersprachen ab: In allen Rezepten werden Regex-Optionen sowie Varianten fur die verschiedenen Programmier- und Skriptsprachen aufgezeigt. Damit lassen sich sprachenspezifische Bugs sicher vermeiden.
Offers tips, techniques, and tools to help readers take advantage of Mac OS X, covering topics including keyboard commands, iTunes, e-mail, remote connection, and Terminal.
Here is a complete treatment of network programming and cryptography in Java. This complete guide details all of the Java platform support for networking and offers extensive examples. The Java.10 and Java.net packages are completely documented, including the new features of JDK 1.1, followed by treatment of RMI, Jeeves, and a discussion of CORBA.
Swift a safe, fast, and interactive programming language that combines the best in modern language thinking with wisdom from the wider Apple engineering culture and the diverse contributions from its open-source community. The compiler is optimized for performance and the language is optimized for development, without compromising on either.
Regular Expressions Cookbook
Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering
More Math Into LaTeX
Think Java
Fonts & Encodings
RTF Pocket Guide
Currently used at many colleges, universities, and high schools, this hands-on introduction to computer science is ideal for people with little or no programming experience. The goal of this concise book is not just to teach you Java, but to help you think like a computer scientist. You’ll learn how to program—a useful skill by itself—but you’ll also discover how to use programming as a means to an end. Authors Allen Downey and Chris Mayfield start with the most basic concepts and gradually move into topics that are more complex, such as recursion and objectoriented programming. Each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a college course and includes exercises to help you practice what you’ve learned. Learn one concept at a time: tackle complex topics in a series of small steps with examples Understand how to formulate problems, think creatively about solutions, and write programs clearly and accurately Determine which development techniques work best for you, and practice the important skill of debugging Learn relationships among input and output, decisions and loops, classes and methods,
strings and arrays Work on exercises involving word games, graphics, puzzles, and playing cards
Internationalization with Visual Basic is designed to get the Visual Basic developer into the realm of applications that can run in different locales and even process data from multiple locales. Internationalization with Visual Basic explains how to create a Visual Basic application that will support the international marketplace. The readers will learn the important differences between globalization, multinationalization, and localization and how each affects their application. The book explains these concepts in detail while teaching the reader how to build an
international application in Visual Basic. Readers will learn the importance basic user interface issues as well as going beyond the default language setting to handle these global issues. Included at the end of the book is an extensive reference section that will include valuable resources and links, character references, language identifiers, and various currency, date, and calendar formats. Specific topics covered will include: Using calendars Regional settings Building localized applications Handling localized resources with satellite DLLs Handling external formats
Web interface issues Extending ASP with components and services Creating documentation and using HTML help
Introduction to Computer Data Representation introduces readers to the representation of data within computers. Starting from basic principles of number representation in computers, the book covers the representation of both integer and floating point numbers, and characters or text. It comprehensively explains the main techniques of computer arithmetic and logical manipulation. The book also features chapters covering the less usual topics of basic checksums and ‘universal’ or variable length representations for integers, with additional coverage of Gray
Codes, BCD codes and logarithmic representations. The description of character coding includes information on both MIME and Unicode formats. Introduction to Computer Data Representation also includes historical aspects of data representation, explaining some of the steps that developers took (and the mistakes they made) that led to the present, well-defined and accepted standards of data representation techniques. The book serves as a primer for advanced computer science graduates and a handy reference for anyone wanting to learn about numbers and
data representation in computers.
Table of contents
The Unicode Consortium
A Primer
Collecting More Data from the Modern Web
Semantic Mashups
The Insider's Guide to Efficient and Effective Tests
Intelligent Reuse of Web Resources

"Hard copy versions of the Unicode Standard have been among the most crucial and most heavily used reference books in my personal library for years." --Donald E. Knuth, The Art of Computer Programming "For more than a decade, Unicode has been a foundation for many Microsoft products and technologies; Unicode Standard Version 5.0 will help us deliver important new benefits to users." --Bill Gates, chairman, Microsoft Corporation "The path W3C follows to making text on the Web truly
global is Unicode." --Sir Tim Berners-Lee, kbe, Web inventor and director of the World Wide Consortium (W3C) "Without Unicode, Java wouldn't be Java, and the Internet would have a harder time connecting the people of the world." --James Gosling, Inventor of Java, Sun Microsystems, Inc. These and other software luminaries recognize that Unicode has become an indispensable tool for supporting an increasingly global marketplace (see inside for more acclaim). A comprehensive system of
standards for representing alphabets throughout the world, Unicode is the basis for modern programming-- Windows, XML, Python, PERL, Mac OS, Linux--and every major search engine and browser in operation today. New to Unicode Version 5.0 A stable foundation for Unicode Security Mechanisms Property data for the Unicode Collation Algorithm and Common Locale Data Repository Improvements to the Unicode Encoding Model for UTF-8 Rigorous stability of case folding and identifiers for
improved interoperability and backward compatibility--enabling additional new ways to optimize code A systematic framework for improved text processing for greater reliability--covering combining characters, Unicode strings, line breaking, and segmentation This new edition of Unicode's official reference manual has been substantially updated to document the latest revisions to the Unicode Standard, with hundreds of pages of new information. It includes major revisions to text, figures, tables,
definitions, and conformance clauses, and provides clear and practical answers to common questions. For the first time, the book contains the Unicode Standard Annexes, which specify vital processes such as text normalization and identifier parsing. These improvements are so important that Version 5.0 is the basis for Microsoft's Vista generation of operating systems, and is included in upgrade plans for Google, Yahoo!, and ICU, to name but a few. This is the one book all developers using
Unicode must have.
"Unicode is a character encoding standard that includes all o f the major scripts of the world in a simple and consistent manner ... [It] is the product of the Unicode Consortium ... Version 3.0 is current at the time of this writing"--Preface.
Mashups are mostly lightweight Web applications that offer new functionalities by combining, aggregating and transforming resources and services available on the Web. Popular examples include a map in their main offer, for instance for real estate, hotel recommendations, or navigation tools. Mashups may contain and mix client-side and server-side activity. Obviously, understanding the incoming resources (services, statistical figures, text, videos, etc.) is a precondition for optimally combining
them, so that there is always some undercover semantics being used. By using semantic annotations, neutral mashups permute into the branded type of semantic mashups. Further and deeper semantic processing such as reasoning is the next step. The chapters of this book reflect the diversity of real-life semantic mashups. Two overview chapters take the reader to the environments where mashups are at home and review the regulations (standards, guidelines etc.) mashups are based on and
confronted with. Chapters focusing on DBpedia, search engines and the Web of Things inspect the main Web surroundings of mashups. While mashups upgrading search queries may be nearer to the everyday experience of readers, mashups using DBpedia input and sensor data from the real world lead to important new and therefore less known developments. Finally, the diversity of mashups is tracked through a few application areas: mathematical knowledge, speech, crisis and disaster
management, recommendations (for games), inner-city information, and tourism. Participants of the AI Mashup Challenge wrote all the chapters of this book. The authors were writing for their current and future colleagues – researchers and developers all over the Web who integrate mashup functionalities into their thinking and possibly into their applications.
The completely revised edition of "Understanding Japanese Information Processing" supplements each chapter with details about how Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese scripts are processed on computer systems. New information, such as how these scripts impact contemporary Internet resources (such as the WWW and Adobe Acrobat) is provided.
Guide to LaTeX
The Handbook of Digital Publishing
Web Scraping with Python
Reguläre Ausdrücke Kochbuch
Unicode Blocks
Abstract State Machines, B and Z
Índice abreviado: 1.The Web, its documents, and LaTeX 2. Portable document format 3. The LaTeX2HTML translator 4. Translating LaTeX to HTML using TEXT4ht 5. Direct display of LaTeX on the Web 6. HTML, SGML, and XML: three markup languages 7. CSS, DSSSL, and XSL: doing it with style 8. MathML, intelligent math markup A. Example files B. Technical appendixes C. Internalization issues.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference of Abstract State Machines, B and Z, ABZ 2008, held in London, UK, in September 2008. The conference simultaneously incorporated the 15th International ASM Workshop, the 17th International Conference of Z Users and the 8th International Conference on the B Method. The 44 revised full papers presented together with 4 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions. The conference fosters the cross-fertilization of three rigorous methods for the design and analysis of hardware and software systems - both in academia and industry - namely Abstract State Machines, B, and Z. Covering a wide range of research spanning from theoretical and methodological foundations to tool support and practical applications, the contributions are organized in topical sections on abstract state
machines, B papers, Z papers, ABZ short papers, and the papers of the Verified Software Repository Network (VSR-net) workshop.
This new reference book is a comprehensive guide to using fonts and typography on the Web and across a variety of operating systems and application software.
This is the first volume of the DEFINITIVE guide tothe rapidly changing and growing area of digital publishing, including print, protable digital documents, CD-ROM, multimedia, Web publishing, and some technologies yet to be released. Michael Kleper is the world's foremost authority on this subject, and this is the world's foremost book on it as well.
A Practical Programmer's Guide to the Encoding Standard
Integrating TeX, HTML, and XML
First International Conference, ABZ 2008, London, UK, September 16-18, 2008. Proceedings
LaTeX Beginner's Guide
Symbolic, Graphic, and Numeric Modeling Using Maple, Java, Mathematica, and Fortran90
How to Think Like a Computer Scientist

Unicode Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial ExamplesHerongYang.com
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 83. Chapters: Arabic script in Unicode, Basic Latin (Unicode block), Braille Patterns (Unicode), Cuneiform (Unicode block), Cyrillic script in Unicode, Enclosed alphanumerics, Enclosed Alphanumeric Supplement, Geometric Shapes, Halfwidth and fullwidth forms, IPA Extensions (Unicode block), Latin-1 Supplement
(Unicode block), Latin Extended-A, Latin Extended-B, Latin Extended Additional, Latin script in Unicode, Letterlike Symbols (Unicode block), Mathematical Alphanumeric Symbols, Mathematical operators and symbols in Unicode, Miscellaneous Symbols, Miscellaneous Technical (Unicode block), Old Turkic (Unicode block), Phonetic symbols in Unicode, Playing Cards (Unicode block), Specials (Unicode block), Unicode and HTML for the Hebrew
alphabet, Unified Canadian Aboriginal Syllabics (Unicode block), Yi Syllables (Unicode block). Excerpt: Miscellaneous Technical is the name of a Unicode block ranging from U+2300 to U+23FF, which contains various common symbols which are related to and used in the various technical, programming language, and academic professions. In Unicode, Miscellaneous Technical symbols placed in the hexadecimal range 0x2300-0x23FF, (decimal
8960-9215), as described below. 1. Unicode code points U+2329 & U+232A are deprecated. In Unicode, the Sumero-Akkadian Cuneiform script is covered in two blocks: These blocks, in version 6.0, are in the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP). The sample glyphs in the chart file published by the Unicode Consortium show the characters in their Classical Sumerian form (Early Dynastic period, mid 3rd millennium BCE). The characters as
written during the 2nd and 1st millennia BCE, the era during which the vast majority of cuneiform texts were written, are considered font variants of the same characters. The character set as published in version 5.2 has been criticized, mostly...
Presents a guide to RTF, the internal document markup language that is used by Microsoft Word.
This Unicode tutorial book is a collection of notes and sample codes written by the author while he was learning Unicode himself. Topics include Character Sets and Encodings; GB2312/GB18030 Character Set and Encodings; JIS X0208 Character Set and Encodings; Unicode Character Set; Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP); Unicode Transformation Formats (UTF); Surrogates and Supplementary Characters; Unicode Character Blocks; Java Character
Set and Encoding; Java Encoding Maps, Counts and Conversion. Updated in 2022 (Version v5.31) with minor changes. For latest updates and free sample chapters, visit https://www.herongyang.com/Unicode.
A Complete Guide to Networking, Streams, and Distributed Computing
Mac OS X Power Hound
Unicode
The Swift Programming Language (Swift 4)
New Perspectives on XML, Comprehensive
Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and multithreading. Revised for Ruby 2.1, each recipe includes a discussion on why and how the solution works. You’ll find recipes
suitable for all skill levels, from Ruby newbies to experts who need an occasional reference. With Ruby Cookbook, you’ll not only save time, but keep your brain percolating with new ideas as well. Recipes cover: Data structures including strings, numbers, date and time, arrays, hashes, files and directories Using Ruby’s code blocks, also known as closures OOP features such as classes, methods, objects, and modules XML and HTML, databases and
persistence, and graphics and other formats Web development with Rails and Sinatra Internet services, web services, and distributed programming Software testing, debugging, packaging, and distributing Multitasking, multithreading, and extending Ruby with other languages
This book offers a new approach to introductory scientific computing. It aims to make students comfortable using computers to do science, to provide them with the computational tools and knowledge they need throughout their college careers and into their professional careers, and to show how all the pieces can work together. Rubin Landau introduces the requisite mathematics and computer science in the course of realistic problems, from energy use to
the building of skyscrapers to projectile motion with drag. He is attentive to how each discipline uses its own language to describe the same concepts and how computations are concrete instances of the abstract. Landau covers the basics of computation, numerical analysis, and programming from a computational science perspective. The first part of the printed book uses the problem-solving environment Maple as its context, with the same material covered
on the accompanying CD as both Maple and Mathematica programs; the second part uses the compiled language Java, with equivalent materials in Fortran90 on the CD; and the final part presents an introduction to LaTeX replete with sample files. Providing the essentials of computing, with practical examples, A First Course in Scientific Computing adheres to the principle that science and engineering students learn computation best while sitting in front
of a computer, book in hand, in trial-and-error mode. Not only is it an invaluable learning text and an essential reference for students of mathematics, engineering, physics, and other sciences, but it is also a consummate model for future textbooks in computational science and engineering courses. A broad spectrum of computing tools and examples that can be used throughout an academic career Practical computing aimed at solving realistic problems
Both symbolic and numerical computations A multidisciplinary approach: science + math + computer science Maple and Java in the book itself; Mathematica, Fortran90, Maple and Java on the accompanying CD in an interactive workbook format
A reference to the fundamental rules of XML details tags, grammar, placement, element names, attributes, and syntax.
Take the guesswork out of using regular expressions. With more than 140 practical recipes, this cookbook provides everything you need to solve a wide range of real-world problems. Novices will learn basic skills and tools, and programmers and experienced users will find a wealth of detail. Each recipe provides samples you can use right away. This revised edition covers the regular expression flavors used by C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, PHP, Python,
Ruby, and VB.NET. You’ll learn powerful new tricks, avoid flavor-specific gotchas, and save valuable time with this huge library of practical solutions. Learn regular expressions basics through a detailed tutorial Use code listings to implement regular expressions with your language of choice Understand how regular expressions differ from language to language Handle common user input with recipes for validation and formatting Find and manipulate
words, special characters, and lines of text Detect integers, floating-point numbers, and other numerical formats Parse source code and process log files Use regular expressions in URLs, paths, and IP addresses Manipulate HTML, XML, and data exchange formats Discover little-known regular expression tricks and techniques
The Unicode Standard 5.0
The Web Testing Companion
Unicode Explained
Arabic Script in Unicode, Basic Latin (Unicode Block), Braille Patterns (Unicode), Cuneiform (Unicode Block), Cyrillic Script in Unico
Java Network Programming
XML in a Nutshell

The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully Updated Written by a Web development expert, the fifth edition of this trusted resource has been thoroughly revised and reorganized to address HTML5, the revolutionary new Web standard. The book covers all the elements supported in today's Web browsers--from the standard (X)HTML tags to the archaic and proprietary tags that may be encountered. HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth
Edition contains full details on CSS 2.1 as well as every proprietary and emerging CSS3 property currently supported. Annotated examples of correct markup and style show you how to use all of these technologies to build impressive Web pages. Helpful appendixes cover the syntax of character entities, fonts, colors, and URLs. This comprehensive reference is an essential tool for professional Web developers. Master transitional HTML 4.01
and XHTML 1.0 markup Write emerging standards-based markup with HTML5 Enhance presentation with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS1 and CSS 2.1) Learn proprietary and emerging CSS3 features Learn how to read (X)HTML document type definitions (DTDs) Apply everything in an open standards-focused fashion Thomas A. Powell is president of PINT, Inc. (pint.com), a nationally recognized Web agency. He developed the Web Publishing
Certificate program for the University of California, San Diego Extension and is an instructor for the Computer Science Department at UCSD. He is the author of the previous bestselling editions of this book and Ajax: The Complete Reference, and co-author of JavaScript: The Complete Reference.
Designed specifically for the CS-1 Introductory Programming Course, "Programming with JavaScript: Algorithms and Applications for Desktop and Mobile Browsers" introduces students to computer science and programming using a modern approach.
If programming is magic then web scraping is surely a form of wizardry. By writing a simple automated program, you can query web servers, request data, and parse it to extract the information you need. The expanded edition of this practical book not only introduces you web scraping, but also serves as a comprehensive guide to scraping almost every type of data from the modern web. Part I focuses on web scraping mechanics: using
Python to request information from a web server, performing basic handling of the server’s response, and interacting with sites in an automated fashion. Part II explores a variety of more specific tools and applications to fit any web scraping scenario you’re likely to encounter. Parse complicated HTML pages Develop crawlers with the Scrapy framework Learn methods to store data you scrape Read and extract data from documents Clean
and normalize badly formatted data Read and write natural languages Crawl through forms and logins Scrape JavaScript and crawl through APIs Use and write image-to-text software Avoid scraping traps and bot blockers Use scrapers to test your website
This extensive reference manual covers the whole of Microsoft Office Word 2007 in exquisite detail: every dialog box is illustrated and every command (whether or not it it available through the Ribbon) is described and fully cross-referenced. This is not a "how to" guide, but a serious reference for power users for whom the online help is not detailed enough. Buy this book if you need quick answers to tricky questions about Word 2007.
Suggestions to Medical Authors and A.M.A. Style Book
Unicode Demystified
Unicode Tutorials - Herong's Tutorial Examples
A First Course in Scientific Computing
HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition
Microsoft Office Word 2007 Essential Reference for Power Users
R Markdown: The Definitive Guide is the first official book authored by the core R Markdown developers that provides a comprehensive and accurate reference to the R Markdown ecosystem. With R Markdown, you can easily create reproducible data analysis reports, presentations, dashboards, interactive applications, books, dissertations, websites, and journal articles, while enjoying the simplicity of Markdown and the great power of R and other languages. In this book, you will learn Basics:
Syntax of Markdown and R code chunks, how to generate figures and tables, and how to use other computing languages Built-in output formats of R Markdown: PDF/HTML/Word/RTF/Markdown documents and ioslides/Slidy/Beamer/PowerPoint presentations Extensions and applications: Dashboards, Tufte handouts, xaringan/reveal.js presentations, websites, books, journal articles, and interactive tutorials Advanced topics: Parameterized reports, HTML widgets, document templates, custom
output formats, and Shiny documents. Yihui Xie is a software engineer at RStudio. He has authored and co-authored several R packages, including knitr, rmarkdown, bookdown, blogdown, shiny, xaringan, and animation. He has published three other books, Dynamic Documents with R and knitr, bookdown: Authoring Books and Technical Documents with R Markdown, and blogdown: Creating Websites with R Markdown. J.J. Allaire is the founder of RStudio and the creator of the RStudio IDE.
He is an author of several packages in the R Markdown ecosystem including rmarkdown, flexdashboard, learnr, and radix. Garrett Grolemund is the co-author of R for Data Science and author of Hands-On Programming with R. He wrote the lubridate R package and works for RStudio as an advocate who trains engineers to do data science with R and the Tidyverse.
This is the fourth edition of the standard introductory text and complete reference for scientists in all disciplines, as well as engineers. This fully revised version includes important updates on articles and books as well as information on a crucial new topic: how to create transparencies and computer projections, both for classrooms and professional meetings. The text maintains its user-friendly, example-based, visual approach, gently easing readers into the secrets of Latex with The Short
Course. Then it introduces basic ideas through sample articles and documents. It includes a visual guide and detailed exposition of multiline math formulas, and even provides instructions on preparing books for publishers.
Unicode is a critical enabling technology for developers who want to internationalize applications for global environments. But, until now, developers have had to turn to standards documents for crucial information on utilizing Unicode. In Unicode Demystified, one of IBM's leading software internationalization experts covers every key aspect of Unicode development, offering practical examples and detailed guidance for integrating Unicode 3.0 into virtually any application or environment.
Writing from a developer's point of view, Rich Gillam presents a systematic introduction to Unicode's goals, evolution, and key elements. Gillam illuminates the Unicode standards documents with insightful discussions of character properties, the Unicode character database, storage formats, character sequences, Unicode normalization, character encoding conversion, and more. He presents practical techniques for text processing, locating text boundaries, searching, sorting, rendering text,
accepting user input, and other key development tasks. Along the way, he offers specific guidance on integrating Unicode with other technologies, including Java, JavaScript, XML, and the Web. For every developer building internationalized applications, internationalizing existing applications, or interfacing with systems that already utilize Unicode.
Fundamentally, computers just deal with numbers. They store letters and other characters by assigning a number for each one. There are hundreds of different encoding systems for mapping characters to numbers, but Unicode promises a single mapping. Unicode enables a single software product or website to be targeted across multiple platforms, languages and countries without re-engineering. It's no wonder that industry giants like Apple, Hewlett-Packard, IBM andMicrosoft have all
adopted Unicode. Containing everything you need to understand Unicode, this comprehensive reference from O'Reilly takes you on a detailed guide through the complex character world. For starters, it explains how to identify and classify characters - whether they're common, uncommon, or exotic. It then shows you how to type them, utilize their properties, and process character data in a robust manner. The book is broken up into three distinct parts. The first few chapters provide you with a
tutorial presentation of Unicode and character data. It gives you a firm grasp of the terminology you need to reference various components, including character sets, fonts and encodings, glyphs and character repertoires. The middle section offers more detailed information about using Unicode and other character codes. It explains the principles and methods of defining character codes, describes some of the widely used codes, and presents code conversion techniques. It also discusses
properties of characters, collation and sorting, line breaking rules and Unicode encodings. The final four chapters cover more advanced material, such as programming to support Unicode. You simply can't afford to be without the nuggets of valuable information detailed in Unicode Explained.
Ruby Cookbook
Detailed Solutions in Eight Programming Languages
Programming with JavaScript: Algorithms and Applications for Desktop and Mobile Browsers
CJKV Information Processing
Swift is a fantastic way to write software, whether it’s for phones, desktops, servers, or anything else that runs code.
Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences
bull; Most detailed, comprehensive guide to the Unicode programming standard. bull; Created and authorized by the Unicode Consortium: the world's leading hardware and software vendors. bull; Accompanying CD-ROM contains the entire Unicode Character Database, plus other materials.
Create high-quality and professional-looking texts, articles, and books for Business and Science using LaTeX.
Published Nov 25, 2003 by Addison-Wesley Professional. Part of the Tools and Techniques for Computer Typesetting series. The series editor may be contacted at frank.mittelbach@latex-project.org. LaTeX is the text-preparation system of choice for scientists and academics, and is especially useful for typesetting technical materials. This popular book shows you how to begin using LaTeX to create high-quality documents. The book also serves as a handy
reference for all LaTeX users. In this completely revised edition, the authors cover the LaTeX2? standard and offer more details, examples, exercises, tips, and tricks. They go beyond the core installation to describe the key contributed packages that have become essential to LaTeX processing. Inside, you will find: Complete coverage of LaTeX fundamentals, including how to input text, symbols, and mathematics; how to produce lists and tables; how to
include graphics and color; and how to organize and customize documents Discussion of more advanced concepts such as bibliographical databases and BIBTeX, math extensions with AMS-LaTeX, drawing, slides, and letters Helpful appendices on installation, error messages, creating packages, using LaTeX with HTML and XML, and fonts An extensive alphabetized listing of commands and their uses New to this edition: More emphasis on LaTeX as a markup language
that separates content and form--consistent with the essence of XML Detailed discussions of contributed packages alongside relevant standard topics In-depth information on PDF output, including extensive coverage of how to use the hyperref package to create links, bookmarks, and active buttons As did the three best-selling editions that preceded it, Guide to LaTeX, Fourth Edition, will prove indispensable to anyone wishing to gain the benefits of
LaTeX. The accompanying CD-ROM is part of the TeX Live set distributed by TeX Users Groups, containing a full LaTeX installation for Windows, MacOSX, and Linux, as well as many extensions, including those discussed in the book. 0321173856B10162003
On Unicodes characters
The LaTex Web Companion
Chinese, Japanese, Korean & Vietnamese Computing
R Markdown
The Definitive Guide
The Unicode Standard, Version 4.0
The Unicode Standard, Version 3.0
Updated to teach the most current XML standards, this book uses real-world case studies and a practical, step-by-step approach to teach XML. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences, comprising of seven volumes, now in its fourth edition, compiles the contributions of major researchers and practitioners and explores the cultural institutions of more than 30 countries. This major reference presents over 550 entries extensively reviewed for accuracy in seven print volumes or online. The new fourth edition, which includes 55 new entires and 60 revised entries, continues to reflect the growing convergence among the disciplines that influence information and the cultural record, with coverage of the latest topics as well
as classic articles of historical and theoretical importance.
Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Software Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences. Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes selected papers from the conference proceedings of the International Conference on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS 2007) which was part of the International Joint Conferences
on Computer, Information and Systems Sciences and Engineering (CISSE 2007).
Internationalization with Visual Basic
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With a Guide to Abbreviation of Bibliographic References ; for the Guidance of Authors, Editors, Compositors, and Proofreaders
Introduction to Computer Data Representation
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